
week 2

walk training programme
the programme
The fitWALK programme is designed to support your preparations for the big event
on November 9th. It is designed to enable you complete the 5k with confidence
- in a time you can be proud of! If you are already reasonably active and fit you may wish
to do more walking than is recommended in the early phases - BUT you will still find the
tips on preparation and techniques useful.

week 2    better preparation
In Week 1 we asked you to start getting into
the habit of walking by planning a week that
included four short walking sessions.

In Week 2 we want you

1. to continue the regular routine of 4 walks

2. to slightly increase the duration of TWO of
your walking sessions

3. keep the intensity of your sessions easy -
the huffing and puffing comes later.
The Rest Days are an important element
of getting your body fit - enjoy them too!

4. give attention to better preparation
for your walking sessions by including

- five loosening exercises (see overleaf)
into the start of each walking session and

- finishing each walking session with
four stretching exercises (see overleaf).

Training Schedule Week 2

Day  Day 1  Day 2  Day 3  Day 4  Day 5  Day 6  Day 7

Walk  Loosen Rest Day  Loosen  Rest Day  Loosen  Rest Day  Loosen

    30min (Easy)       20min (Easy)       30min (Easy)       20min (Easy)

Stretch Stretch  Stretch  Stretch

consider buying
a stepcounter
Research suggests that, on
average, we take 5,000 steps a
day while health promotion
guidelines recommend that we
take 10,000 steps per day. This
can include pottering about the
house, walking on the spot, stair
climbing, line dancing - and going
for a walk!

Wearing a
StepCounter
can raise your
awareness of
your activity
levels and
motivate you
to add extra
steps.

www.fitwalkireland.com



Stretching Exericses
These exercises help stretch key muscles and will become very important as
you raise the intensity of your walking later in the programme.

We recommend seated stretches which are equally as effective, and somewhat safer,
than the standing versions. The main advantage is that you can do them from the
comfort of your home after you return from the great outdoors!

For each exercise
- sit at the front of the chair, feet forward and apart
- stretch to the point of mild tension
- hold for 6-10secs, and
- breathe normally!

hamstrings
Place one foot forward and
place hands on other thigh.

Slowly lean forward
- back straight and head up.

chest / shoulders
Place hands on hips

- elbows sticking out!
Slowly push elbows back

- try to tip elbows together!!

calf
Place one foot forward, push
heel forward, pull toes back.
Place hands on other thigh.

Slowly lean forward
- back straight and head up.

neck/spine/shoulders
Place back of one hand in palm
of the other in front of chest.

Slowly push palms to full
extension and lean forward.

Loosening Exericses
These exercises lubricate key joints and will become very important as
you raise the intensity of your walking later in the programme.

For each exercise

- stand feet shoulder-width apart
- soften your knees (i.e. not locked)
- start small and gradually enlarge the action
- hold a support if necessary.

shoulders
Slowly circle the

shoulders forward.
Start small,

gradually enlarge.
Repeat backward.

spine
Slowly twist

the trunk and
turn the head
to look over
the shoulder.
Start small,

gradually enlarge.

hips
Lift knee, open hip,

lower foot to ground
Then reverse.

Repeat with
other leg.

ankles
Raise heel of one leg
forward and make
large circles with
toes. Start small

- gradually enlarge.

Repeat with
other leg.

knees
Bring heel of one leg

up towards bum
and lower to ground.

Repeat with
other leg.


